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Little Sub's Big Score: 
The H-Bomb Is Found
I In the same week of the flying sau- 
[cer sightings (p. 24) and Ameri- 
I ca’s spectacular—but harrowing— 
I docking in space (p. 88), the U.S. 
I Navy was caught up in a drama 
I half a mile below the sea. Cul- 
1 minating the most urgent under

water search ever undertaken, the 
midget submarine Alvin homed in 
on that lost H-bomb off the coast 
of Spain. The huge operation had 
resulted from a mid-air collision 
of a SAC bomber with a jet tanker-
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here shown for the first time, was 
taken by a Spanish motorist mo
ments after the crash. It shows 
an explosion of dust rising from 
the horizon as a plane smashes to 
the ground. Overhead the planes’ 
courses are still traced by contrails

now blurring into the cloud of 
smoke created by the collision.

Three of the four H-bombs car
ried by the bomber fell to earth 
and were quickly recovered, but 
the fourth plunged into the Med
iterranean. A task force of 15 ships

spent weeks crisscrossing the area 
with sonar while Alvin prowled the 
bottom with a TV camera. Finally 
the sub came nose-to-nose with the 
“nuke” on a slope of an underwa
ter canyon. Salvaging the bomb 
was almost as difficult as finding it.

Storms roiled the sea, and when Al
vin tried to nudge the bomb to a 
safer place, it slid farther down the 
slope. The Navy feared it might 
settle into deep mire, where tying 
on a line with the sub’s pincers 
would become far more difficult.


